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Abstract
This thematic issue aims at unravelling how the global consensus towards a shift to risk reduction and inclusive disaster
governance evolves in everyday governance practices, where roles and responsibilities are evolving and negotiated, per-
meated by politics of power and legitimacy. It identifies three different dimensions of disaster governance. The first is the
formal dimension: the way governance arrangements are designed or meant to work. The second is ‘real’ governance: the
way in which formal governance arrangements manifest and evolve in actual practice. The third is invisible governance:
an amalgam of household and neighbourhood-level activities and networks for disaster response that happen outside of
the gaze of the formalized governance arrangements. The 21 articles in this issue address the politics of governance based
on thorough empirical work, while theoretically contributing to several themes relating to the politics of disaster gover-
nance. The outcomes of the thematic issue are: 1) The three governance dimensions are useful to reveal what the roles
and room for manoeuvre is of different actors, including governments, international community, experts, non-state actors
and affected communities; 2) Technical solutions for risk reduction and disaster response crucially rely on socio-technical,
political, and administrative systems and processes and hence need to be adjusted to the specific context; and 3) The
political nature of disaster governance calls for a deeper understanding to advance accountability to affected populations.
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Issue
This editorial is part of the issue “The Politics of Disaster Governance” edited by Dorothea Hilhorst (Erasmus University
Rotterdam, The Netherlands), Kees Boersma (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and Emmanuel Raju
(University of Copenhagen, Denmark).
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1. Introduction
Disaster governance is often seen as a technocratic
domain, that brings resources and knowledge together
to work in prevention, relief and recovery sectors. This
view could not be further from the truth, and contrary
to its enduring technocratic image, disaster governance
is profoundly political. Disaster risks are largely human-
created, and therefore subject to politics. Disasters are
the outcome of hazards that are created through human-
nature interactions encountering socially produced vul-
nerabilities. As Olson famously stated, responses to dis-
asters are just as prone to politics, and “within minutes
after any major impact, disasters start becoming politi-
cal” (Olson, 2008, p. 154).
A thematic issue on the politics of disaster gov-
ernance is especially significant in view of the pro-
found changes that disaster governance has undergone
since the turn of the century. Disasters used to be
responded to through strict top-down, command-and-
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control response to bring order into the chaos and to
return to ‘normal.’ However, increasing evidence and
evolving insights have proven this top-down, bureau-
cratic governance model to be unrealistic (Dynes, 1994;
Neal & Phillips, 1995) and ineffective, as it did not
build on, and often undermined, the response capacities
of non-state actors and affected communities (Tierney,
Bevc, & Kuligowski, 2006). The Hyogo Framework for
Action of 2005, followed by the Sendai Framework for
Disaster Risk Reduction (2015–2030), foresee instead an
inclusive governancemodel for disaster response anddis-
aster risk reduction (DRR; Djalante & Lassa, 2019;Walker
et al., 2010). UN member states have introduced DRR
platforms that comprise state actors alongside civil soci-
ety, science and the private sector. The changing gover-
nance model is not only a shift towards more inclusive
systems, involving non-state actors and communities in
the formal governance of disaster response, but also a
recognition of the importance of more proactive atten-
tion to risk reduction, including a focus on DRR.
While there is a global consensus towards a model
for more inclusive and DRR-oriented forms of disaster
governance, the realities are highly diverse. This the-
matic issue dives into these different realities from the
angle of politics of disaster governance. Inclusive gover-
nance models are often undermined by path-dependent
reliance on top-down approaches (Imperiale & Vanclay,
2020b), and this is potentially exacerbated by gov-
ernmental desire for the surveillance and control of,
especially, the densely populated and diverse urban
areas (Chandler, 2014; Machuki & McIntyre-Mills, 2017).
Where more inclusive models are indeed realised, these
are socially embedded in (local) governance arrange-
ments (Melo Zurita, Cook, Harms,&March, 2015),where
they become part of historically grown patterns of power
and communication. This is complicated by the sense
of crisis that surrounds disasters, that makes disaster
response a complex act of navigating between emer-
gency response and routine politics.
Despite the global consensus towards a shift to risk
reduction and inclusive disaster governance, we know lit-
tle of how this evolves in everyday practice where roles
and responsibilities are evolving and negotiated, perme-
ated by politics of power and legitimacy. How are dif-
ferent types of actors responding to disasters? Are they
working together or in parallel? Are the everyday reali-
ties conformant with or divergent from the formal gov-
ernance arrangements? Further, we need to critically
review merits and problems with the shift in disaster
governance. Rather than assuming that the new model
of governance is a panacea, poignant questions need to
be asked, such as: How are disaster governance systems
evolving in practice? And what is the evidence that new
modes of governance are effective in protecting vulnera-
ble people?
To enable this type of analysis, we identify three dif-
ferent dimensions of disaster governance. The first is the
formal dimension: the way governance arrangements
are designed or meant to work, including its institutions,
roles and responsibilities of different actors, and the
interactions between them (Klijn & Koppenjan, 2015).
The second is what Titeca and de Herdt (2011) refer
to as ‘real’ governance: the way in which formal gov-
ernance arrangements manifest and evolve in practice,
influenced by interests, power differentials, organiza-
tional culture and other factors that enable or constrain
the composition and operation of formal governance
arrangements. ‘Real’ governance also comprises the
informalities surrounding bribery, collusion, and political
corruption that are often apparent in disaster response
(Ansell & Gash, 2008; Veron, Williams, Corbridge, &
Srivastava, 2006). The third is what we tentatively label
as invisible governance: an amalgam of household and
neighbourhood level activities and networks for disas-
ter response that happen outside of the gaze of the
formalized governance arrangements but underlie and
affect such arrangements and practices nonetheless (see
for example Price, Albrecht, Colona, Denney, & Kimari,
2016). This can be, for example, because these net-
works and activities are not ‘seen’ (Bankoff & Hilhorst,
2009), prefer to remain invisible because of lack of trust
in authorities, or because they involve unrecognized
non-state authority structures, such as local gangs that
may effectively play dominant roles in disaster response.
The idea that underpins this thematic issue is that
to advance our understanding of multi-dimensional
and contextual disaster governance, we must take an
empirical approach to understand its working in differ-
ent aspects and settings. All 21 articles in this issue
comprise empirical work, while theoretically contribut-
ing to several themes relating to the politics of disas-
ter governance.
2. Themes and Articles
The issue starts with a set of articles that question how
real the current trend is towards DRR-focused and inclu-
sive governance. Startingwith the uneasy realization that
DRR-oriented disaster policies are developed amidst con-
tinuing politics and practices resulting in disaster risk cre-
ation, Pereira Covarrubias andRaju (2020) open the issue
with an article on the intensifying production of disaster
risks in Latin America, where ‘neo-extractivism’ brings
about an ecological-political pattern of intensive natu-
ral resource exploitation. Imperiale and Vanclay (2020a),
on the other hand, pose the question as to what extent
inclusive governance models have actually taken ground.
In their analysis of responses to the April 6, 2009 earth-
quake in L’Aquila, Italy, they show how a command-and-
control approach that centralised knowledge, technolo-
gies and responsibilities, stifled the capacities of local-
ities to reduce disaster risks and facilitated a disaster
capitalism at all levels of society. Raising a similar point,
Fuentealba, Verrest, and Gupta (2020) consider in their
article the scenario of urban disaster, and analyse theo-
retically and empirically how DRR politics in urban con-
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texts may (re)produce urban inequalities and spatial
injustice. Finally, Wanner’s (2020) article brings evidence
that the extent to which countries shift to DRR-oriented
policies only partly correlates with the frequency and
impact of disasters, and otherwise depends on politi-
cal drivers related to, for instance, questions of voice,
accountability and general development policy.
The theme on how broader legislation and poli-
tics (may) impact disaster governance is elaborated by
Miriam Cullen’s (2020) article that explores how inter-
national law can—or cannot—be relevant for increas-
ing disaster-related displacement, largely in the context
of climate change. With a special focus on a Swedish
case study, Per Becker (2020), focusing at the micro
level, addresses the complications inherent to flood risk
governance that should encompass the river catchment,
whereas this rarely coincides with the normal adminis-
trative levels and units of governance. Anholt’s (2020)
article sets out to analyse how the discursive buzzword
of ‘resilience’ shapes the governance of refugee pro-
grammes in the Middle East, and on what assumptions
policies and programmes for resilience are built. The last
article on the theme of the importance of wider poli-
tics is by Stuart Gordon (2020) and directs our atten-
tion to the important topics of how ‘risk management’
of banks in relation to counter-terrorist financing legisla-
tion, designed to counter flows of money to terrorists, is
reproduced within the governance and regulatory struc-
tures of humanitarian institutions where it distorts pat-
terns of emergency assistance coverage.
A next set of articles analyses roles, strategies and
practices of non-state actors in disaster governance. This
starts with Rubin and Bækkeskov (2020) who zoom in
on the role of experts. Illustrating the importance of
discursive strategies, they show how experts drove the
securitisation of public policy in a case study of the
2009 flu pandemic in Denmark and Sweden. Meriläinen,
Mäkinen, and Solitander (2020) discuss the role of non-
profit organizations in disaster governance, with a sce-
nario involving the American Red Cross in the US and
Haiti, analysing the politics of the entangled relations
between non-profit organizations, states, and disaster-
affected people. Desportes and Hilhorst (2020) analy-
se the room for manoeuvre of non-state actors in set-
tings dominated by authoritarian and controlling govern-
ments. Drawing from case studies in the low-intensity
conflict areas of Ethiopia, Myanmar and Zimbabwe, they
analyse the different strategies that non-state actors
develop to navigate disaster politics, trying to uphold
their mandate and gain access to the communities they
need to serve.
Continuing on disaster response in a conflict-setting,
and zooming in on the role of disaster-affected com-
munities, Jessica Field’s (2020) case study on Kashmir
opens up the profoundly relational character of disaster
governance, in the vertical (local-centre) politics of bor-
der security and conflict, as well as in rarely researched
horizontal relations between neighbouring communities.
Melis and Apthorpe (2020) further unpack and theo-
rize what constitutes the ‘local’ in the new buzzword
of humanitarian ‘localisation.’ Based on studies of three
post-conflict settings, namely Nepal, Sierra Leone and
Haiti, the article coins the idea of the multi-local where
the local is much more than a ‘locale,’ and may be seen
as a site for local–national and intra-national strife and
a source of legitimation of different actors involved in
disaster governance. Duda, Kelman, and Glick (2020) fur-
ther elaborate on the role of local communities. Focusing
on the strength of Arctic communities in handling the
2020 Covid-19 pandemic, they raise the question if dis-
aster governance should accord more importance to
local and informal arrangements for disaster governance.
In a concurring article, Yang and Wu (2020) analyse how
an ageing rural community in Taiwan used its social cap-
ital to successfully mobilize its citizens for disaster pre-
paredness. Nimesh Dhungana (2020), finally, drawing on
the case of post-earthquake Nepal, provides an analy-
sis of what it means and takes to be ‘doing account-
ability’ and hold power holders to account during disas-
ter response. The civil society-driven initiative for social
accountability that the article is about was challenged by
what turned out to be the ‘real’ governance of donor-
driven humanitarian action and unclear response sys-
tems in the post-disaster context.
A final theme addressed in the issue concerns the pol-
itics of disaster response data and technologies. Femke
Mulder (2020) starts this discussion with an article that
focuses on knowledge in humanitarian governance and
shows how knowledge-sharing can be blocked by institu-
tional politics manifested through (self-)censorship, con-
tested framings and priorities, deliberate ICT black-outs,
and the withholding (or not collecting) of mission-critical
information. Clark and Albris (2020) provide a discus-
sion on the governance of data in disaster situations
and review, on the basis of a political realist perspective,
if data challenges during crises can be governed in the
same ways that data is governed in periods of normalcy.
Shifting to early warning and early action, and using two
case studies in Indonesia and Sri Lanka, the article of
Sakalasuriya et al. (2020) seeks to understand the work-
ings of a tsunami early warning system and the social,
cultural and political dynamics of its operationalisation.
This is further elaborated in the final article by Bierens,
Boersma, and van den Homberg (2020) that analyses
how the use of forecasting and forecast-based financ-
ing, turning early warnings into early action, is marred
by questions of legitimacy, accountability and owner-
ship. The last article by van den Homberg, Gevaert, and
Georgiadou (2020) reviews how the increasing reliance
on digital technologies and data impacts the practises of
the Red Cross Red Crescentmovement in the Philippines,
and concludes that remote data analytics have the poten-
tial to strengthen disaster governance capacity while
they also affect the roles, relations and conduct of actors
involved in disaster governance.
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3. Major Themes for Further Research
The collection of articles presented here highlight three
key issues on disaster governance that need deeper
analysis in the future.
1. Unpacking and understanding the different dimen-
sions of disaster governance in different contexts
and scenarios. Our three-dimensional model of
formal, real and invisible disaster governance may
be universal, but how this plays out and what
the roles and room for manoeuvre is of differ-
ent actors, including governments, international
community, experts, non-state actors and affected
communities continues to be a vast and highly
diverse terrain of theoretical and empirical work.
2. A major lesson from the articles in this thematic
issue is that technical solutions for DRR and disas-
ter response crucially rely on socio-technical, polit-
ical, and administrative systems and processes and
hence need to be adjusted to the specific con-
text (e.g., Ingram, 2013; Jasanoff, 2012; Sarewitz,
2004). The development and application of tech-
nology is highly political because power relations
and technology are mutually constitutive. Power
shapes technology and vice versa, for example
when designs of early warning platforms are not
accessible to marginalized people (Williams &
Edge, 1996). Technological innovation is important
for disaster response and risk reduction, but there
is no technical fix for a social problem. Technology
thus needs to be studied in its wider socio, cultural
and political context.
3. The political nature of disaster governance calls
for a deeper understanding to advance account-
ability to affected populations. Research can focus
on grasping the impact of old and new models of
governance on affected populations and support
people’s voices, their participation in invited and
uninvited spaces of accountability, and the advo-
cacy efforts of vulnerable communities in the face
of disaster politics.
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